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The most obvious benefit of implementing free and fair elections1 in formerly
autocratic states is the institution of a newly democratic political structure
that represents the interests of the populace. Beyond the creation of a new
system, however, elections legitimize the authority of particular political pow-
ers. In countries where the voice of the people formerly held little influence,
the consent of the governed provides a powerful stabilizing force for the
genesis of a civil society.

The elections held in Cambodia from May 23 to 28,1993 under the auspices
of the United Nations provide a good example. As Cambodia entered the
1990s, the likelihood of forming an enduring democratic government was
minuscule according to any theory of democracy formation. The economy
was in a shambles, the people of Cambodia had no experience with democ-
racy, and the major parties in Cambodia all had the means to ignore the call
for democracy and continue their armed conflict.

The economy, which had never been well-developed in the first place, had
been crippled by constant warfare and the forced agrarianization of the urban
centers by the Khmer Rouge during their four-year rule. The economy has
remained largely agrarian, with little industry other than resource-stripping
activities such as timber cutting and gem mining. The people of Cambodia
had not achieved the standard of living necessary to provide them the surplus
leisure time and income necessary to educate themselves about and partici-
pate in democratic processes. To make matters worse, almost everyone with
the technical, professional, and political skills necessary to bring economic
improvement had been killed by the Khmer Rouge or had fled to other coun-
tries.

Furthermore, with the exception of the election held in 1955 after Cambodia
gained its independence from France, the Cambodian people had never ex-
perienced any sort of truly democratic government. None of the four major
Cambodian factions, all of which controlled the country at one time or another,
had ever practiced democracy. Thus, it seemed likely that the Cambodian
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parties would attempt to subvert any democratic processes for their own
purposes rather than abide by the will of the people. Even if the elites did
not destroy the democratic process, there was no way to predict whether the
Cambodian people would participate in elections in a meaningful and useful
manner.

Finally, armed conflict had long been the standard means of resolving dis-
putes in Cambodia. Before the elections there had been more than 20 years
of civil war, interrupted only by four years of so-called "peace" under the
Khmer Rouge characterized by terror and mass murder. It is estimated that
in the latter period the Khmer Rouge killed at least I million people out of a
population of approximately 6 to 8 million.2 Although Vietnam had with-
drawn all of its troops and the various Cambodian factions had agreed to a
ceasefire and elections, animosity continued to run high among the four com-
peting and heavily armed Cambodian factions. Democracy in Cambodia
seemed a remote possibility. Ngeth Suphan, a Harvard-educated civil admin-
istrator for Thmar Pouk province in Cambodia, made the point succinctly:
"Nothing good can come out of it [democracy] ... it is too premature for my
people. The leaders do not understand about democracy. They want power."3

Ngeth may have been wrong, however. Though the recent history of Cam-
bodia does not reveal a firm basis for the construction of an enduring democ-
racy, the benefits derived from the legitimation of political power through free
and fair elections bodes well for the country's stability and prosperity. Without
such advantages, it would be difficult to imagine how a country whose recent
history has been so troubled would suddenly be able to rule itself through a
system of governance requiring trust, restraint, and compromise.

Historical Background

In order to grasp the current situation in Cambodia, it is necessary to un-
derstand Cambodia's recent past.4 In late 1978, with anti-Vietnamese senti-
ment strong in Khmer Rouge-led Cambodia, the Vietnamese invaded after
numerous skirmishes along the border. By January 7, 1979, the Vietnamese
had used their advantage in numbers, training, and weapons to defeat the
Khmer Rouge and enter Phnom Penh. The Vietnamese set up a Cambodian
government composed of ex-Khmer Rouge who had defected because of Pol
Pot's brutality and pro-Vietnamese Cambodian Communists who had stayed
in Vietnam when the Khmer Rouge took over. As the new administration was
not strong enough to stand on its own, the Vietnamese provided significant
economic and military support.

Meanwhile, several rebel groups formed on the Thai-Cambodian border.
Each vied for control of the numerous refugee camps that had sprung up as
Cambodian villagers fled the fighting. The rebel groups fought the Vietnam-
ese, the Vietnamese-installed Cambodian government, and each other. The
three main groups were the Khmer Rouge, backed by China and Thailand;
the National United Front for an Independent, Neutral, Peaceful and Coop-
erative Cambodia (known by its French acronym FUNCINPEC), the royalist
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movement headed by Prince Norodom Sihanouk, Cambodia's monarch and
ruler in the 1950s and 1960s, and backed by China and the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN); and the Kampuchean People's National
Liberation Front (KPNLF), a rightist group lead by Son Sann and backed by
the United States. At the urging of China and ASEAN, these three groups
formed a loose and uneasy alliance known as the Coalition Government of
Democratic Kampuchea (CGDK) in order to fight the Vietnamese. Sihanouk
was its nominal leader.

Although the Vietnamese and their Cambodian ally, the State of Cambodia
(SOC), were never able to defeat the rebel forces, they did deal them a crip-
pling blow in the dry season offensive of 1984-1985. This gave the SOC suf-
ficient breathing room to form a working, stable government. By the late
1980s, under general principles of international law on statehood, the SOC
should have been the de jure government of Cambodia.' Nonetheless, lobbying
by the United States, China, and ASEAN guaranteed that the CGDK retained
Cambodia's seat in the U.N. General Assembly, with the Khmer Rouge pro-
viding the representative.

As Cambodia entered the 1990s, the likelihood of
forming an enduring democratic government was
minuscule according to any theory of democracy
formation.

This situation changed with the collapse of the Soviet Union and the con-
comitant cessation of Soviet aid to Vietnam. The Vietnamese had been eco-
nomically and politically isolated as a result of their invasion and occupation
of Cambodia. They were largely dependent on approximately $1 billion per
year of Soviet aid. The Cambodian conflict, a punitive invasion by China in
1979, and mismanagement of the economy had left Vietnam in terrible eco-
nomic condition. Forced to deal with the reality of the change in the world
geopolitical order, the Vietnamese gradually withdrew their armed forces from
Cambodia, completing the operation by 1989. To the surprise of many, the
Vietnamese-installed SOC did not collapse, but fought effectively against the
rebels, evidence that the decade of Vietnamese support had given Cambodia
the time to create a strong military as well as a functioning government.

The stalemate eventually led to efforts to resolve the conflict peacefully. On
October 24, 1991, the rebels and the government, under pressure from their
various sponsors, agreed to a ceasefire, a demobilization of their forces, and
elections to be run by the United Nations. The first U.N. personnel began
arriving the next month. Eventually, the United Nations Transitional Authority
in Cambodia (UNTAC) consisted of 22,000 soldiers and civil administrators.6

The mission, however, was only a partial success. The Khmer Rouge re-
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fused to lay down their weapons and their troops did not show up for can-
tonment. They also refused to participate in the elections and actively at-
tempted to sabotage the United Nations' activities. Many of the 70 murders
of U.N. personnel in Cambodia are attributed to the Khmer Rouge. Despite
this fact, the 1993 U.N.-administered elections were widely considered free
and fair. The turnout was high; more than four million people, or 89 percent
of the registered voters, went to the polls.7 FUNCINPEC, Prince Sihanouk's
royalist party, won a plurality of the seats, 58 out of 120 (45 percent or 1.8
million votes). The Cambodian People's Party (CPP, the party of the SOC)
came in second with 51 seats (38 percent or 1.53 million votes). Son Sann's
Buddhist Liberal Democratic Party (BLDP) came in third with 10 seats (4
percent or 152,764 votes), and Molinaka, a royalist splinter party, received the
remaining votes.' Although the CPP at first refused to abide by the results of
the elections, the three major victorious parties eventually reached a compro-
mise power-sharing agreement. Prince Ranaridh, head of the royalist party
and a son of Prince Sihanouk, became first prime minister while Hun Sen,
head of the CPP, became second prime minister. Son Sann was elected speaker
of the Assembly. The royalists and the CPP agreed to share power over the
important interior and defense ministries. The elected representatives drafted
a new constitution, which was ratified on September 25, 1993, and then con-
vened as the National Assembly. In an interesting twist, the monarchy was
reinstituted with Sihanouk as king. The National Assembly decided to "once
again vest . . . Sihanouk with the full and special powers inherent in his
capacity and duties as head of state in order that he may save our nation and
lead it on the path towards peace and prosperity."9 Sihanouk was given veto
powers over judicial and cabinet appointments and military decisions. He
then declared that henceforth Cambodia would be "a de facto liberal democ-
racy with a parliamentary regime." °

U.N. personnel started leaving Cambodia on August 2, 1993, and the last
members of the mission left on November 15, 1993. Recognizing the success
of the elections, the Khmer Rouge attempted in July and August of that year
to negotiate a role for themselves in the new government. To this end, they
commenced a campaign of attacks throughout the country, but were repulsed
by the government. Although the government at first considered a role for
the Khmer Rouge, it eventually refused to negotiate until the Khmer Rouge
surrendered themselves and their territory.

Since that time, the newly created Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC)
has gone about the business of attempting to rebuild Cambodia. Although it
has been unable to destroy the Khmer Rouge, it has registered successes in
many fields. For its part, the Khmer Rouge have continued their campaign of
attacks against ethnic Vietnamese and government personnel, but have been
unable to gain authority in the new government. As of mid-1995, the Khmer
Rouge had about 12,000 fighters and controlled 15 percent of Cambodia's
territory, but there was widespread agreement that they are not capable of
toppling the new government.1 The new, unified Khmer Royal Army (KRA)
has about 90,000 men. 2
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The Benefits of Elections in Cambodia

Looking more closely at the elections, it is apparent that their success has
not only led to the creation of a tenuous coalition government but has helped
to establish a civil society wherein democratic processes, rather than violence,
can be used to mediate political differences and power struggles. Three bene-
fits in particular have arisen from the ability of elections to confer legitimacy
and appear to have significantly changed Cambodian political culture.

First, those who refuse to participate in free and fair elections and who
publicly declare that they will hinder the elections lose political legitimacy.
The Khmer Rouge's boycott of the elections not only resulted in their lack of
representation in the newly formed government and a loss of political power,
but also caused them to lose domestic and international support and damaged
their military and economic strength.

Second, the parties that gained legitimacy by their participation in the elec-
tions formed a legitimate and functioning government. The CGDK had been
a shaky alliance at best. Its adversary, the SOC, lacked domestic and interna-
tional legitimacy. By contrast, the new coalition government of Cambodia, the
RGC, is not only more stable, but also offers more political and economic
hope for Cambodia's future. The new government is the first Cambodian
government in more than two decades to possess both the right and ability
to govern.

Finally, the elections have conferred political power on Norodom Sihanouk.
This is not surprising, given that Sihanouk possesses more political legitimacy
than any other individual in Cambodia. However, for the past two decades,
his economic, political, and military influence has been negligible. Even the
Arm6e National Sihanoukiste (ANS), the military component of FUNCINPEC,
had been overshadowed by the armies of the Khmer Rouge and the SOC.
Although it is unclear exactly how much power he will now wield as king,
his party's plurality in the legislature, his son's position as first prime minister,
and his skill at politics make it likely that Sihanouk will have a significant
role in shaping Cambodia's future. Sihanouk's ascension will bring about the
stability much needed for prosperity and eventual democracy, for he is the
one individual whom most Cambodians and their leaders are willing to obey.

The Khmer Rouge

Given Cambodia's recent history it is often assumed that the Khmer Rouge
are wildly unpopular. It is undisputed that they caused immense hardship
for their own people and that their actions shocked the conscience of the world
community. Within Cambodia, however, the Khmer Rouge are not as unpopu-
lar as commonly believed. First, memories of the Khmer Rouge's reign and
its attendant brutalities are fading. In 1990, 35 percent of the population was
under age 14,"3 meaning that more than one-third of all Cambodians were
four years old or younger the last time the Khmer Rouge were in power. A
large portion of Khmer Rouge military recruits are quite young, 80 percent of
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them having been recruited after 1979.1' Even among those Cambodians old

enough to remember, it was urban professionals and other skilled persons
who bore the brunt of the Khmer Rouge's wrath. The Khmer Rouge maintain

a following among the poorest peasants, their traditional supporters.
Second, the Khmer Rouge have instituted a new campaign to win the sup-

port of Cambodian citizens. Although there are reports that much of the re-

cruiting done by the Khmer Rouge is at gun point, Khmer Rouge cadres in
many areas have been kind, thoughtful, and helpful to civilians. 5 The Khmer

Rouge also publicly announced in 1979 that Pol Pot would be stepping down
from his leadership role and that the Khmer Rouge would be represented by
more moderate leaders such as Khieu Samphan. Although most believe that
Pol Pot retains de facto power, the Khmer Rouge have no doubt benefited by

distancing themselves from names that evoke memories of bad times in Cam-
bodia. Further, the Khmer Rouge leaders have been apologetic about some of

their former policies. Khieu Samphan has admitted that the Khmer Rouge
tried to develop the country "much too fast" and that this had "affected the
health of the people."16 The Khmer Rouge have also announced a liberaliza-

tion in their policies. They have expressed support for the new constitution,
which guarantees economic freedom, political freedom, and human rights.

They claim to be in favor of a capitalist economy and a parliamentary political
system.'7

Finally, the Khmer Rouge have gained popularity by whipping up anti-

Vietnamese sentiment. The Khmer Rouge were responsible for a program of

terror in which over 100 Vietnamese were killed in the spring and summer

of 1993, causing thousands of Vietnamese to flee in the ensuing months. 8

These attacks continued even after the elections. Although it was the Viet-

namese who liberated the Cambodians from the terrors of Pol Pot, many
Cambodians are unable to overcome their deep-seated fear that Vietnam's
ultimate goal is to annex Cambodia and populate it with ethnic Vietnamese.

Older Cambodians base their fears on the historical experience of Vietnamese
domination. Younger Cambodians can point to the fact that Vietnamese troops
stayed in Cambodia for almost a decade and that Vietnamese settlers streamed
into Cambodia after the Vietnamese invasion. 9

The Khmer Rouge campaign apparently hit such a responsive chord with

the Cambodian people that the three other factions, including the Vietnam-

ese-supported SOC, echoed the anti-Vietnamese sentiment. The RGC has

taken the same stance. It allows few Cambodians of Vietnamese ethnicity to

return from Vietnam, where they fled from Khmer Rouge terror in March
1993. First Prime Minister Prince Ranaridh made a statement in late August

1993 that the presence of ethnic Vietnamese caused serious difficulties for the
new government.2" The RGC stated that it could not guarantee the safety of
those returning home, necessitating a U.N. program to help the refugees.2'

Given this atmosphere in Cambodia, it is not surprising that the Khmer Rouge,
who were among the first and most anti-Vietnamese, would receive the most

credit.
Although the international community widely condemned the Khmer
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Rouge for their brutal activities, it is undisputed that they also received aid
from abroad. Both the Chinese and Thai governments, although now embar-
rassed by mention of their association, are widely acknowledged to have sent
aid to the Khmer Rouge. In fact, Thailand was an important conduit of Chi-
nese supplies in addition to being a supplier of arms in its own right.22 Support
came in other forms as well, sometimes from surprising sources. For example,
after the Vietnamese had ousted the Khmer Rouge, the United States, China,
and ASEAN lobbied for the CGDK to retain Cambodia's seat in the U.N.
General Assembly. All were aware that by common agreement among the
members of the CGDK, the Khmer Rouge would represent the CGDK at the
United Nations.

Overall, however, the success of the elections showed the weakness of the
Khmer Rouge's domestic position, and their negative attitude further alien-
ated them from the populace. The Khmer Rouge's exhortations to boycott the
elections and threats of attack ultimately had little impact on those not living
in their territory. More telling, even people living under Khmer Rouge control
were not deterred from voting. Many Khmer Rouge cadres and their families
disobeyed directives from the party leadership and cast their ballots. A U.N.
election official told the story of how Khmer Rouge cadres in one area allowed
villagers to vote:

Catherine Pascal [was] UNTAC electoral supervisor in the remote
Banteay Srei district. Just before the election, she received a regular
visitor from a Khmer Rouge-controlled village. Villagers had been
given permission by the guerrilla commander to vote. The com-
mander had advised them to vote for FUNCINPEC, but warned
Pascal that once they had voted, an attack would be launched on
government soldiers next to the polling site. All 220 registered vot-
ers from the village arrived in two groups, on Sunday and Monday
On Wednesday the guerrillas attacked, and were beaten back. But
in the one hour the polling station was open between shelling and
machine-gun attacks, 24 people from another village voted.'

Pat Pring, a Khmer Rouge company commander in Kompot Thom, stated
that his unit had been ordered to shell polling sites to prevent voting. "In
some places we did, and some places we didn't," he said. The orders were
disobeyed, he said, when unit members feared harming their relatives who
wanted to vote.24 Sy Ninh, another Khmer Rouge guerrilla commander, was
also ordered to disrupt the elections. "We were given the order, but we didn't
do it," he said at a Cambodian military camp 16 miles southeast of Phnom
Penh. "It was the people's election. They want peace in the country."25 Another
observer noted, "The guerrilla faction [the Khmer Rouge have] been effec-
tively ostracised-largely by its own decision to boycott the polls." 26

In addition, the populace saw the Khmer Rouge's refusal to participate in
the elections as weakness. The Khmer Rouge argued that the elections would
not be free and fair, but were meant only to entrench the SOC in power, and
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that the SOC would not relinquish power. However, the SOC's party did not
win and it agreed to share power with FUNCINPEC and the BLDP. "Our
leaders told us there are still Vietnamese troops in Cambodia and that the
[Vietnamese-supported] Phnom Penh government would not give power to
Prince Ranaridh," said Pring. "But when I got here, I could see it was not
true."27 It is no surprise then that "[d]iplomats and U.N. analysts believe the
Khmer Rouge's credibility among Cambodians in rural provinces is dimin-
ishing."28

The elections also focused world attention on Cambodia. For many years,
Cambodia had been a backwater of the international arena. This allowed all
manner of misdeeds to occur there without any serious questioning. For ex-
ample, the United States indirectly supported the Khmer Rouge by sending
nonlethal aid to FUNCINPEC and the KPNLF. This occurred at the same time
as the Bush Administration was loudly denouncing the Khmer Rouge and
forbidding direct or indirect aid to them.29 However, the elections and the
necessary commitment of vast amounts of money and personnel by the United
Nations made it difficult for any country to continue supporting the Khmer
Rouge. This focus on Cambodia made both the Chinese and Thais accelerate
the cessation of support for the Khmer Rouge, when under normal circum-
stances they would have done so only slowly, taking advantage of the relative
obscurity of the situation in Cambodia.

In the international arena, the Khmer Rouge had enjoyed little popularity
thanks to concerted efforts by the SOC and the Vietnamese government to
expose the atrocities of the "Killing Fields." The Khmer Rouge, however, did
have two major suppliers of arms and aid-China and Thailand. By the late
1980s, Southeast Asia was no longer a proxy for the Sino-Soviet conflict, and
China's many reasons for supporting the Khmer Rouge began to disappear.
Although China was still concerned about its security interests vis-A-vis Viet-
nam, with the cessation of Soviet aid the Vietnamese did not pose as grave a
threat as they had during the 1980s. The lack of Soviet aid was especially
painful to the Vietnamese when coupled with international economic sanc-
tions and domestic economic mismanagement. Tiring of their commitment to
the SOC, the Vietnamese agreed to pull their troops out of Cambodia. Al-
though the Khmer Rouge and China initially did not give any credence to
Vietnam's announcement of withdrawal, they subsequently split on the issue,
which also illustrated the beginning of a break between the Chinese and the
Khmer Rouge. While the Khmer Rouge called the January 5, 1989 Vietnamese
withdrawal announcement "a deceitful trick," the Chinese called it "a positive
step."3" In fact, the Vietnamese have improved relations with China in search
of new sources of aid and trade. In November 1991, Vietnamese Communist
Party secretary Do Muoi and premier Vo Van Kiet were given a warm recep-
tion on a state visit to China. In return, Chinese premier Li Peng visited
Vietnam in early December 1992. Acknowledging that the Vietnamese no
longer exert an undue influence in Cambodia, the Chinese have publicly
stated that they will abide by the terms of the ceasefire and election agreement.
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It is now widely acknowledged that the Vietnamese did in fact withdraw all
of their troops from Cambodia in 1989.31

At the same time, reasons emerged for China to stop sending aid to the
Khmer Rouge. The events in Tiananmen Square in 1989 severely hampered
China's standing in the international community. At a time when it was at-
tempting to make friends abroad and to become a regional superpower, its
association with the Khmer Rouge marred its reputation. Further, China began
looking inward, stressing its domestic economic development.

For political reasons, however, China could not simply drop a client that
it had supported since the early 1970s. That would have undermined its other
allies' confidence and would have damaged its ability to make new friends.
One scholar has noted that "Beijing cannot tolerate being seen to lose the war
by having its Khmer Rouge clients excluded [from a new government], at
least not at this stage."32

It is, however, clear that the Chinese have withdrawn their public support
for the Khmer Rouge. Chinese foreign minister Qian Qichen stated that al-
though China had given aid to the faction in the past, that "did not mean
that [China] supported the practices of that faction."' Also, Wu Jianmin, the
spokesman of the Chinese Foreign Ministry, said before the elections that if
the civil war was renewed in Cambodia, China would no longer support the
Khmer Rouge.' 4

None of the three non-Khmer Rouge factions,
however, views the others in the same way as it
views the Khmer Rouge-as an implacable foe
who cannot be allowed to return to power.

In addition, since the signing of the ceasefire and election agreement, China
has repeatedly insisted that it has not shipped arms to the Khmer Rouge."
Foreign Minister Qian Qichen has stated that China is opposed to any faction
in Cambodia coming to power by military means and that China would no
longer supply military arms to any rebel faction.36 The new Cambodian gov-
ernment has made it clear that it believes the Chinese have stopped supplying
the Khmer Rouge.37 Even the Khmer Rouge's spokesman, Mak Ben, denied
as "groundless rumours" reports that the Khmer Rouge had been using brand-
new weapons supplied from China.38

This is supported by reports that the Khmer Rouge are low on supplies.
Three mid-level Khmer Rouge officers who defected in late June of 1993 told
similar stories of low morale, especially in the southwest, due to a scarcity of
food, medicine, and money.9 Some Khmer Rouge defectors said that they
surrendered because they were simply too hungry to continue fighting.'
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Khmer Rouge soldiers are apparently resorting to looting, and their leaders

are no longer able to command the level of discipline they once did. In a
recent attack in Siem Riep province, for example, Khmer Rouge soldiers were

seen carrying away television sets from houses they had just raided."
A final sign that Chinese support for the Khmer Rouge is diminishing is

the Khmer Rouge's increased hostility towards the Chinese. Approximately

one month before the elections, the Khmer Rouge bombed the compound of
Chinese U.N. peacekeepers in Kompong Thom province.

The Thai government has followed in China's footsteps on the issue of aid

to the Khmer Rouge. Thai support of the CGDK and specifically the Khmer
Rouge was based upon its need to create a buffer between itself and Vietnam.

Since the signing of the peace agreement, the Thais have withdrawn their
public support of the Khmer Rouge. They have called for an end to the fight-
ing and have urged the Khmer Rouge to make peace. The Thai government
has made an announcement that it does not support the Khmer Rouge and
that unless they disarm, the Khmer Rouge will be considered outlaws.4 2

Actions of the Thai government dearly show a distancing from the Khmer
Rouge. The Thais have shifted their military support from the Khmer Rouge
to the unified government of Cambodia. They recently shut down Unit 838,

a special military unit through which much of the Chinese and Thai aid des-
tined for the Khmer Rouge flowed.43 The Thai National Security Council also
decided to end all relations between Thailand and the Khmer Rouge and to
prohibit their movement across the Thailand-Cambodia border.' Moreover,

the Thai government has made a commitment to equip and train the new
unified army of Cambodia.' Finally, the Thais have enforced, although errati-

cally, an embargo on the importation of Cambodian gems and timber, the
main source of money for the Khmer Rouge.

Ties between China and Thailand and the Khmer Rouge have not been

completely cut, however. Thai businessmen and some members of the Thai

military have allowed the trade in gems and lumber to continue even after
aid shipments from the Chinese and Thai governments ceased.' Khmer Rouge
troops are reported to have purchased new weapons, including long-range

artillery, in March 1993 from private Thai businessmen with money from gem
and lumber sales.47

The Vietnamese maintain a strong interest in the actions of the Khmer

Rouge. The possibility of Vietnamese reintervention will hang over Cambodia

as long as the Khmer Rouge exist. Although the issue of whether Vietnam
wishes to annex Cambodia is hotly debated, there is little doubt that it will
play a significant role in the decision making of future Cambodian govern-
ment leaders. Hanoi has consistently noted its opposition to a Khmer Rouge

government of any kind in Cambodia. Given the past history of intense Khmer
Rouge antipathy toward Vietnam and the numerous Khmer Rouge attacks on
Vietnamese settlers, this is hardly surprising. If Vietnam feels its security in-
terests are threatened, it will react, albeit with more caution. The mere possi-

bility of Vietnamese intervention would prove destabilizing to the Cambodian
government. Should Vietnam actually reinvade, it would almost surely de-
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stroy any chance for prosperity or peace in Cambodia for some time to come.
The marginalization of the Khmer Rouge, however, makes such a possibility
less likely.

The election's impact regarding the Khmer Rouge is aptly summed up by
one observer: "Indeed, the greatest enduring success of the election may be
not so much to extend democracy to Cambodia, but finally, after almost 20
years, to provide the formal framework for the international community and
Cambodians to be rid of the Khmer Rouge." '

The Formation of a Legitimate and Functioning Government

The elections had a second positive effect in bringing the three non-Khmer
Rouge factions together in a legitimate and viable government. This has cre-
ated a situation in which it is more difficult for them to return to violent
methods. In order to protect their stake in the new government, each of the
factions has to cooperate in order to fight off the Khmer Rouge. This alliance
increases the stability of the new government.

Before the elections the CGDK and the SOC both claimed to be the legiti-
mate government of Cambodia, but neither party was in a position to bring
about peace, stability, prosperity, or democracy The internationally recognized
CGDK controlled relatively little land inside Cambodia and operated mainly
out of refugee camps located in Thailand. Although it did control the people
in these camps, the refugee population numbered only 350,000. 49

Even within the small area controlled by the CGDK, the coalition made
little progress, largely because it was at best an uneasy alliance. It took the
urging of their sponsors to get the Khmer Rouge, Prince Sihanouk's royalist
FUNCINPEC, and Son Sann's rightist KPNLF to agree to form a coalition in
1982. Even then, the factions agreed to work together only in order to force
the Vietnamese out of Cambodia and overthrow the SOC government. The
members of the CGDK rarely worked together toward those ends, instead
fighting each other as often as they battled the Vietnamese and SOC troops.

CGDK internal relations were hostile because its composition made little
sense. The KPNLF was a right-wing group supported by the United States
and the core of its cadres were remnants from the Lon Nol government. This
made it the target of much of the Khmer Rouge's brutality after the Khmer
Rouge overthrew Lon Nol. Prince Sihanouk, although he acted as a figurehead
for the Khmer Rouge in the 1970s, quickly became disillusioned when it be-
came clear that the Khmer Rouge were merely using him to gain support. In
fact, Sihanouk has revealed that many members of his family were murdered
by the Khmer Rouge.'

The coalition structure was not only ineffective but ultimately detrimental.
The inclusion of the Khmer Rouge in the CGDK made a negotiated solution
in Cambodia unlikely. The SOC refused at first to discuss any plan involving
the Khmer Rouge. Although Son Sann and Sihanouk may have wanted to
negotiate with the SOC, they were forced by the coalition structure to refrain
from doing so.
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The SOC, although it controlled and administered the majority of Cambo-
dia's land and people, ultimately lacked political legitimacy because of its
links to Vietnam. This meant, for example, that it could get neither aid from
abroad nor complete cooperation from its people. After the Vietnamese troops
withdrew, the SOC's legitimacy only deteriorated, but neither the SOC nor
the CGDK was able to defeat the other and gain control of the country.

The new coalition of the three non-Khmer Rouge factions is, however,
mostly stable, and its members have proven that they can work together
effectively. Since coming to power, the government has drafted and ratified a
constitution, enacted necessary legislation, and created a unified army. The
leaders of the factions have shown an ability to work together and compro-
mise. For example, when it became clear that a cabinet reshuffle would be
necessary both FUNCINPEC and CPP appointees were dismissed.

Without a doubt, each of the factions has problems with the others. The
KPNLF is controlled by Son Sann and its military arm, the Khmer People's
National Liberation Armed Forces (KPNLAF), was founded by Dien Del. Both
of these men were officers in the Lon Nol government, which ousted Sihanouk
from power. The SOC had been fighting the two other factions and had im-
plemented a campaign of terror against their activists in the months before
the elections. For example, Prince Ranaridh blames the SOC for the murder
of 46 FUNCINPEC activists in the months directly preceding the elections."'

None of the three non-Khmer Rouge factions, however, views the others
in the same way as it views the Khmer Rouge-as an implacable foe who
cannot be allowed to return to power. These factions do not fear the ascension
to power of one of their partners to the same degree that they fear a Khmer
Rouge victory. Thus, each faction is motivated to work with the others by the
common goal of stopping the Khmer Rouge. Son Sann's faction was severly
victimized by the Khmer Rouge. Sihanouk has renounced them. The Hun Sen
government is composed of many ex-Khmer Rouge who went to Vietnam
because they had disagreed with Pol Pot and feared reprisal.

In addition, the leaders of the factions understand that staying within the
coalition government is in their best interest. The domestic political power
and political legitimacy of each is directly related to its participation in the
elections and its position within the new coalition government. Were any of
them to leave the coalition government, it would be faced with the withdrawal
of aid from its sponsors, a decrease in domestic popularity, and the possibility
of renewed fighting. Although the future of the new coalition government is
not guaranteed, it holds out a greater prospect for stability than Cambodia
has seen in over two decades.

The creation of the new coalition has had its most salient effect within the
political arena. Because of the high turnout at the elections and certification
by UNTAC that the elections were free and fair, the new government is widely
recognized as the legitimate government of Cambodia. The United Nations
Security Council has recognized the results of the election. The United States
has normalized relations with the new Cambodian government, upgrading
its mission in Phnom Penh to a full embassy. The Vietnamese government has
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stated its willingness to accept the new government. The Thai prime minister
has vowed to seek closer relations with the new government. Even the Khmer
Rouge have sent emissaries to the new government seeking an advisory role.

At home, the new government is also perceived to be legitimate. Between
the installation of the new government and September 1993, 1,500 to 2,000
Khmer Rouge soldiers defected. 2 The desertions occurred partly because of
the lack of supplies, but also because many Khmer Rouge soldiers no longer
had a reason to fight. For example, in Kompong Thom province in early
September 1993, Colonel Sy Ninh and his men defected to the new govern-
ment despite the fact that they risk death if they fall into the hands of their
ex-comrades. Colonel Ninh, a twenty-year veteran of the Khmer Rouge and
commander of the much feared Division 616, explained, "We were not told
the truth. We were told we were fighting to defend Cambodia from the Viet-
namese. But in the end we realised we were only killing Cambodians."5 3

According to Christophe Peschoux, a French authority on the Khmer Rouge
who is attached to the United Nations, "The Khmer Rouge are facing their
worst political and ideological crisis since 1979. Their propaganda mill is
totally exhausted. They're finding it more and more difficult to keep their
forces mobilized." '4

Another sign of the government's legitimacy is that the two coup attempts
since the elections were quite feeble; neither was a real threat to the new
government. In late July 1993, General Sin Song, ex-minister of national se-
curity of the former SOC, and Prince Norodom Chakkrapong, ex-vice-premier
of the former SOC, attempted to carry out the secession of seven eastern
provinces, which fizzled out in days for want of support. One year later the
same two men attempted an armed revolt, which was put down without any
bloodshed. The coup ended when troops of the newly unified army inter-
cepted approximately 200 heavily armed soldiers traveling to Phnom Penh in
a dozen armored personnel carriers and several lorries, about 20 miles east
of the capital.

In the military arena, the three factions have unified their armed forces-the
royalist Arm~e National Sihanoukiste (ANS), the SOC's Cambodian People's
Armed Forces (CPAF), and Son Sann's Khmer People's National Liberation
Armed Forces (KPNLAF), in order to fight the Khmer Rouge. Although the
results are mixed, the new army, known as the Khmer Royal Army (KRA),
has made substantial progress. In August 1993, it launched an offensive in
Banteay Meanchey province, in northwest Cambodia along the Thai border.
According to defectors, the offensive was successful in destroying the fighting
ability of the Khmer Rouge units. The next year the new army scored a num-
ber of successes, capturing 100 Khmer Rouge soldiers and an important
Khmer Rouge arms depot at Phum Chhat. In February 1994, the KRA grabbed
Anlong.Veng, a major Khmer Rouge base, and the following month captured
Pailin, the unofficial capital of the Khmer Rouge and a major gem-mining
base. Although the Khmer Rouge later retook these two cities, most commen-
tators agree that the Khmer Rouge's 12,000-man army is not capable of over-
throwing the new government.55 As one senior UNTAC military official stated,
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"We still believe that the Khmer Rouge could not go very far on the battlefield.
Their northern troops are the only ones still operational." 6 In contrast, the
outlook for the KRA is good. It is ready to implement a reform plan that
Brigadier General Mark Hamilton, the head of a U.S. military assessment
team, found impressive and professional. 7 In addition, several countries, in-
cluding France and Thailand, have agreed to send military experts to help
train the new army.

The new government has also made efforts to increase economic growth.
In a meeting with ASEAN, Cambodia's new foreign minister, Prince Norodom
Sirivudh, promised that foreign investments would be protected and encour-
aged by the new government. 8 After the elections, Sam Rainsy, then the min-
ister of finance, vowed to institute market-oriented reforms in Cambodia and
encouraged overseas investment.5 9 Ouk Vibol, a member of the National In-
vestment Committee (the group within the Ministry of Planning that is di-
rectly responsible for investment) echoed the sentiment: "Trade and invest-
ment are among the priorities, since we have to reconstruct our country and
these two areas will certainly contribute."6" In keeping with this priority on
investment, the National Assembly recently passed an investment law con-
sidered to be among the most liberal in the region.6 The presence of a pro-
investment coalition government has lured many investors back to Cambodia
after years of war.62 In addition, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) has
given Cambodia high marks for its economic program. A recent IMF report
credited the new government with containing inflation, faithfully following a
controlled budget, improving the government's foreign exchange reserves,
and bringing about a reasonably stable exchange rate.63

It is unlikely that the coalition government would have been created with-
out the elections. Before the ceasefire and election agreement was signed in
1991, the SOC had made multiple overtures to Sihanouk and Son Sann. Al-
though both had shown an interest in negotiating, nothing ever came of the
discussions. But even if the three factions had allied with each other through
their own efforts or at the urging of their patrons, such a government would
not have been nearly as stable and powerful as this one. Most importantly, it
would have lacked political legitimacy. Its status would have been little better
than that of the Vietnamese-backed SOC. Although it would have had de facto
control of the country, its governance would lack the same moral dimension.

This is supported by the experience of the two coalitions created without
the input of the populace and solely through the negotiations of the Cambo-
dian parties and their international patrons. The first group was the CGDK,
the coalition government composed of the Khmer Rouge, FUNCINPEC, and
the KPNLF The CGDK was created shortly after the Vietnamese invasion to
fight the SOC and the Vietnamese. The second organization was the Supreme
National Council (SNC), a coalition composed of the four major parties. The
SNC was created after the ceasefire and election agreement to help the United
Nations administer Cambodia pending the elections. Both organizations
claimed to be the sovereign government of Cambodia and both lacked the
imprimatur of the Cambodian people. As might be expected, neither coalition
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was able to administer the country effectively or gain the support of more
than small blocks of the international community. In addition, both coalitions
were unstable and infighting was common.

The Return of Sihanouk

The third benefit of the election in Cambodia is that it conferred political
power upon the person with the most political legitimacy in Cambodia, Prince
Norodom Sihanouk. He is credited with bringing independence to Cambodia
and protecting it from the ravages of the war in neighboring Vietnam. Al-
though he may be eccentric, few people question his devotion to Cambodia.
The elections were a vehicle through which the citizens showed their admi-
ration of Sihanouk and granted political power to him.

Until recently, power in Cambodia was measured by the number of people
controlled and the number of men under arms. Unfortunately for Sihanouk,
FUNCINPEC administered only 35,000 refugees out of a population of 6 to 8
million Cambodians," and its military arm was estimated to have fewer than
10,000 soldiers.' It was dwarfed by the SOC's army, the Khmer Rouge's army,
and the Vietnamese occupation force. After his overthrow, Sihanouk was prac-
tically a Khmer Rouge prisoner and was escorted by the Khmer Rouge wher-
ever he went. In order to escape, Sihanouk had to surreptitiously slip an
asylum request to a U.S. Secret Service agent while he was in New York
attending a session of the United Nations.66

However, Sihanouk's legitimacy was demonstrated by the many organiza-
tions that desired him as a figurehead in order to take advantage of his popu-
lar support. The Khmer Rouge and China sought him out after Lon Nol
overthrew him. He was the clear choice to be the head of the CGDK when it
was formed. After the ceasefire and election agreements were signed, he be-
came head of the SNC, an organization consisting of the four factions that
was created as an interim government before the elections.

The elections gave Sihanouk's party a plurality of votes. It is generally
agreed that FUNCINPEC won because it was associated with Sihanouk. One
commentator stated that "Prince Ranaridh['s royalist party] rode to victory in
large part on the prestige and popularity of his father."67 Even the minority
of Khmer Rouge followers who were able to vote were instructed to vote for
FUNCINPEC. It is no wonder then that "[miost Cambodians ... credit Si-
hanouk with being the single unifying symbol among the different factions
which are now in an uneasy coalition government. They call this ailing man,
in whom rests the hope for durable peace, 'deva-raj' (god-king)." 8

The hold that he has over the people of Cambodia also insures that Si-
hanouk is taken seriously by foreign diplomats, who must often put up with
his eccentricity. During four days of peace talks in Thailand, Sihanouk sere-
naded ambassadors and VIPs with one of his favorite songs, "Autumn
Leaves." "With his bulging eyes and famous high-pitched delivery, Prince
Norodom Sihanouk stole the show. Such was his inspiration that at one point
the representatives of the five permanent members of the United Nations
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Security Council burst into 'Happy Birthday,' even though it was not his royal
highness' birthday. 'We didn't know the words to anything else,' one said."69

The members of the United Nations recognized that Sihanouk's involvement
in the peace process would be instrumental. On more than one occasion, they
have acceded to his wishes. For example, after the elections the United States
declared that it would find it difficult to give aid to the coalition government
if the Khmer Rouge were given a role within the new government.7 Prince
Sihanouk subsequently canceled peace talks with the Khmer Rouge and an-
nounced that the United States actions were severely hampering the RGC's
ability to deal with the Khmer Rouge and to govern Cambodia." The United
States then made an announcement that its prior statement had been miscon-
strued and that it would, in fact, give aid to a coalition government that
included the Khmer Rouge. 2 Thus, one commentator noted, "Although no-
torious for changing his mind, Prince Sihanouk is recognized as a key to the
stability of a coalition government comprising representatives of his royalist
party and the former communist regime that ruled the country for 14 years."73

Although it is unclear exactly what status Sihanouk will have under the
constitutional monarchy, it is highly likely that he will play a pivotal role in
the new Cambodia. One observer notes "Cambodia throws into bold relief
the distinction between de jure and de facto versions of political reality. Si-
hanouk's centrality to any resolution is a de facto reality reflected in the uni-
versal use of the unofficial, undefined phrase 'head of state' to describe him."74

In fact, not only was Sihanouk named head of state, but the National Assem-
bly gave him "full and special powers" to do what ever was necessary "to

save [Cambodia] and lead it toward progress and prosperity." 5

Further, Sihanouk is politically astute and known for his activist nature.
Most experts agree that "[w]hether he exerts political power directly or behind
the scenes, Sihanouk's presence will likely be felt." 76 This is especially likely
to be true in the current legislature, in which no party holds the two-thirds
majority needed to approve the constitution or pass legislation.

Finally, Sihanouk has continued to bolster his immense popularity among
the people. He decided not to have a full coronation ceremony when he re-
cently ascended to the throne because it would have been too great a cost for
his impoverished country to bear. In addition, he refused a salary from the
new Cambodian government. Recently, he has donated money to help flood
victims hurt by the monsoon rains in Kompong Speu province.

The only thing that could hold Sihanouk back is his ill health. In the last
year, Sihanouk has spent much of his time in Beijing receiving treatment for
his bone marrow cancer. It is possible that he might not be able to fulfill his
role because of his failing health and his need to be away from Cambodia. In
fact, Sihanouk has insisted on an amendment to the new constitution of Cam-
bodia that allows him to delegate his powers as head of state should he be
unable to fulfill that role for medical reasons.'

Having a leader as strong as Sihanouk is extremely valuable to Cambodia.
He can bring a modicum of stability to a country that has seen four different
regimes and constant civil war in the last two decades. In his position as king,
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he can break the political deadlocks that will almost certainly occur. As one
observer noted,

If there is an impasse between the governing and royalist parties,
many see Sihanouk in the role of mediator. Sihanouk has said him-
self he is willing to accept the largely ceremonial role of head of
state who will simply open flower shows. However, it is transpar-
ently clear to all that Sihanouk was only making light of what is a
very grave matter for Cambodians, for at stake is the happiness
and prosperity of a country which has not known both for a quarter
century. Since he was ousted in a coup in 1970, the country had
not known peace. Cambodians remember his earlier 29-year rule
as the last time they had anything resembling peace.7'

Sihanouk can use his influence to overcome deadlocks because he is popu-
lar, powerful, and above the fray." He is credited with creating and imposing
the current power-sharing structure of the coalition government, even though
Hun Sen and Prince Ranaridh initially refused to work together. In essence,
Sihanouk can act as the independent, disinterested judiciary commonly lack-
ing in fledgling democracies with highly politicized court systems.'

Sihanouk can also fulfill a second function of the courts-to check the
excesses of the other branches of government. "This [Sihanouk's position]
would keep the Parliament from overthrowing the government all the time,"
said Ek Sereywath, deputy information minister. "It's a check and balance of
power."" Sihanouk has stated that he will reign but will not rule, and that as
king, he will be the first guarantor of popular power.8 2 For example, the Na-
tional Assembly recently passed an immigration law over which Vietnamese
leaders and the U.N. secretary-general have expressed concern because it
would allow for the expulsion of all of Cambodia's 300,000 ethnic Vietnam-
ese.' Sihanouk called for the modification of some "paragraphs or phrases in
a spirit of respect for international laws and human rights" before he would
sign it into law.' In addition, Sihanouk has on more than one occasion at-
tempted to protect human rights. He called for the release of one newspaper
editor who had been jailed for defamation of a high-level government official'
and for an investigation into the assassination of another editor.6 In addition,
he has "called for the arrest and trial of senior army officers responsible for
a spate of killings and human rights violations" at a secret prison in Battam-
bang province.8 ' Sihanouk can also lend his legitimacy to the new government.
Once he does this, opposition to the new government will decrease, for few
Cambodians will fight against a government in which Sihanouk is the head
of state. As the U.N.'s military chief in Cambodia, Lieutenant General John
Sanderson, stated, the Khmer Rouge "are in an extremely difficult position.
After the king is appointed, who will they fight? The king?"'

Finally, Sihanouk could become the institutional memory of the Cambo-
dian government. In new democracies, the people may not be patient enough
to allow a government to prove that its policies are effective. Governments
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can come and go in quick succession. Thus, governmental policies tend to be
short-sighted and can contradict the laws of previous governments. However,
Sihanouk can propose policies with long-term benefits and make sure that
subsequent administrations do not implement conflicting laws. For example,
he has recently called for a ban on timber exports, as uncontrolled logging
threatens to turn Cambodia into a desert by the twenty-first century.89 Also,
in response to the suffering caused by land mines in his country, Sihanouk
has also called for the government to draft anti-mine laws and for the armed
forces of both the RGC and the Khmer Rouge to stop using mines.9

Although the institution of a monarchy may seem antithetical to the ideals
of democracy, Sihanouk ascended to the throne through democratic processes
and should be able to use his authority to improve the chances of creating a
stable democracy in Cambodia. He has already stated that he favors and will
protect democracy. He can break the deadlocks that often send fragile democ-
racies towards authoritarian rule. He will confer his legitimacy on future gov-
ernments, making them more stable. Finally, he can be the unifying thread
that runs through successive governments.

Conclusion

This paper attempts to show that despite common belief, stability and
democracy are not automatically antithetical in the structure of emerging
democracies. There are generally two stages in representative democracy-
voting by the people and policymaking by their elected representatives. In
Cambodia, free and fair elections, a democratic action by the people, were
held. This first stage led to results that tend to increase stability. These results
constrain the choices made during the second stage. Representatives are less
likely to destabilize the government through their policymaking. First, the
Khmer Rouge, the group most likely to destabilize the democratic governance
of Cambodia, have been excluded. Second, each of the factions has a reason
to stay within the government in order to continue receiving both interna-
tional and domestic support. Finally, the installment of Sihanouk as the neu-
tral, respected elder helps to decrease dissension through his dispute resolu-
tion skills. Thus, free and fair elections make the destruction of a fledgling
democratic government less likely.

Furthermore, this stability feeds upon itself. Although there are no set re-
quirements for a democracy to become stable, the longer a democracy con-
tinues, the better its chances of survival. In the modern era, almost no democ-
racy in existence for more than 20 years has been overthrown from within.
This is because the participatory benefits grow in strength, making the idea
of nondemocratic seizure of power less likely and widespread resistance to
such an act inevitable. With an agreed upon, peaceful method of transferring
power, all participants recognize that the winner of elections is guaranteed
power, and that the loser can run again. Thus, despite the plethora of serious
domestic problems and a continuing civil war, a democratic system helps
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ensure that the interest of all members of the current coalition government
are represented and is Cambodia's best hope for future stability and prosperity.
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